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Clutches of Current Corona Cactus 

B.H.S. Thimmappa 
Department of Chemistry, 

Manipal Institute of Technology, 
Manipal Academy of Higher Education, 

Manipal, Inida-476104. 
 

Coronavirus changing the global health climate with no certain cure 

Current crucial concern claims cremation instead of cemetery use 

Callous attitude calls forth carnage in a catching disease creating confusion 

Concentrate on concrete control steps and community compliance fusion 

 

Communication chain breaking is a challenge to the civic society 

Carry on with caution to avoid chaotic country life possibility 

Check city and community spread with a code of conduct 

Coherent committed effort can combat corona cascade effect  

 

Countless confined in current corona caves in continents 

Corona recovered humans remain as carriers with consequences 

Contentment now comes at a cost with no comparison 

Conjointly combat covid-19 reducing the casualty computation 

 

Carry out covid testing on a fast-track basis, and social distancing on a war footing 

Conceive the idea, apply the concepts, and implement containment planning 

Conduct studies and research on the highly contagious viral disease 

Carry away corona carefully and completely from the globe to live in peace 

 

Innumerable dead bodies rolling rapidly all around the world in broad daylight 

And the lockdown curfew at once flash upon that inner mind bring to light  

Clash with a contemporary corona challenge; conquer the corona scare with the capability 

Confront calamity with a competency; carry through the global goal with the capacity 
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Better the world with a novel virus battle in the dear green earth with crucial decisions 

Behind, leave the casual attitude, carry out the needful with thoughtful conclusions 

Besides, carry out our extraordinary humanitarian deeds loud and bold 

Beyond, make our lives better with health and wealth threshold 
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